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Let K be a field and let « : G = G “ K v be a bicharacter defined on the
multiplicative group G. We suppose that A is a G-graded, associative K-algebra
that is color commutative with respect to « . Furthermore, let D be a nonzero
G-graded, K-vector space of color derivations of A and suppose that D is also color
commutative with respect to the bicharacter « . Then, with a rather natural
definition, A m D s AD becomes a Lie color algebra, and we obtain necessaryK
and sufficient conditions here for this Lie color algebra to be simple. With two
minor exceptions when dim D s 1, simplicity occurs if and only if A is gradedK
D-simple and AD m D s ADD acts faithfully as color derivations on A. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE LIE ALGEBRA
w xIn a recent paper Pa , we took a ring theoretic approach to the
construction of simple Lie algebras of Witt type. Here, we use similar
methods to show that analogous results hold in the context of Lie color
algebras. Since the color aspects of this construction may be new, we will
include all definitions and carefully verify all required identities.
To start with, let K be a field and let G be a multiplicative abelian
group. Recall that a bicharacter « : G = G “ K v is a map that satisfies
« x , y « y , x s 1 for all x , y g G E1Ž . Ž . Ž .
« x , yz s « x , y « x , z for all x , y , z g G. E2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Furthermore, it is clear that these imply
« xy , z s « x , z « y , z for all x , y , z g G. E3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We will fix K, G, and « throughout this work.
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Now let A be a G-graded associative K-algebra. Thus A s [Ý Ax g G x
is a direct sum of the K-subspaces A , indexed by the elements x g G, andx
these summands satisfy A A : A for all x, y g G. Of course, 1 g A .x y x y 1
Ž .As usual, the homogeneous elements H A of A are precisely the nonzero
elements in the various components A . Thus each homogeneous elementx
Ž . a aa g H A determines a unique group element a g G by a g A . Fortu-a
nately, we can almost always drop the symbol a here, since confusion
rarely occurs. In particular, if a is homogeneous, then we have a g A anda
aA : A for all y g G.y a y
Ž w x. w xAs is well known see B, page 15 , the K-linear map , : A = A “ A
w x Ž . Ž .defined by a, b s ab y « a, b ba for all a, b g H A , gives rise to a Lie
color algebra structure on A. Here, of course, we have abbreviated
Ž a a. Ž .« a , b by « a, b . We will actually require very little about this color
algebra, since the appropriate graded analog of the commutativity of A in
w x w xPa is that A be color commutative. By this we mean that A, A s 0 or,
equivalently, that
ab s « a, b ba for all a, b g H A . C1Ž . Ž . Ž .
LEMMA 1.1. If A is a color commutati¤e, G-graded algebra, and if V is a
graded subset of A, then AV s VA. In particular,
i. If V is a right or left ideal of A, then V is a two-sided ideal of A.
ii. If V is nilpotent, then VA is a nilpotent ideal of A.
Ž .iii. If H V consists of nilpotent elements, then VA is a nil ideal of A.
Ž .Proof. If x, y g G, then V A s « x, y A V s A V . Thus, since V sx y y x y x
Ž . Ž .Ý V and A s Ý A , we conclude that VA s AV. Parts i and iix g G x y g G y
Ž .are now obvious, and iii follows, since VA s Ý ¤A and each ¤A is a¤ g H ŽV .
nilpotent ideal of A.
Next, a nonzero K-linear map › : A “ A is said to be a homogeneous
color derivation of grade › a g G if
› A : A for all x g G D1Ž . Ž .x › x
› ab s › a b q « › , a a› b for all a, b g H A . D2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
As usual, we dropped the a symbol in the above formulas, so that A is› x
Ž . Ž a a.areally A and, similarly, « › , a s « › , a . Of course, when a s b s 1,› x
Ž . Ž .D2 implies that › 1 s 0, and hence
› K s 0. D3Ž . Ž .
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For convenience, we denote the K-linear span of all such homogeneous
« Ž . « Ž . « Ž .derivations by Der A , so that Der A s [Ý Der A , wherex g G x
« Ž .Der A is the K-subspace consisting of all such derivations of gradex
x g G along with the derivation 0. Note that the directness of the sum
Ž . Ž « Ž .. w xfollows immediately from D1 . Now, if a , b g H Der A , then a , b
Ž .s ab y « a , b ba is easily seen to be either 0 or a homogeneous color
derivation of grade a ab a. In particular, the K-linear extension of this
w x « Ž . « Ž . « Ž .bracket yields a map , : Der A = Der A “ Der A , and in this
« Ž .way, Der A becomes a Lie color algebra.
LEMMA 1.2. Assume that A is a color commutati¤e, G-graded algebra. Let
Ž . Ž « Ž ..a, b g H A and let a , b g H Der A .
Ž .i. The map aa : A “ A gi¤en by aa : r ‹ aa r for all r g A is either
0 or a homogeneous color deri¤ation of A of grade aaa a.
w x w x Ž . Ž . Ž .ii. If a , b s 0, then aa , bb s aa b b y « aa , bb bb a a as op-
« Ž .erators on A and hence as elements of Der A .
Ž . Ž .Proof. i We can suppose that aa / 0. If r, s g H A , then the color
Ž .commutativity of A yields ar s « a, r ra and hence
aa rs s aa r s q a« a , r ra sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s aa r s q « a, r « a , r raa sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s aa r s q « aa , r r aa sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .for all r, s g H A . Thus, since aa A : aA : A for all x g G, aax a x aa x
is indeed a homogeneous color derivation of A of grade aaa a.
Ž . Ž .ii Again, we can assume that aa and bb are nonzero. If r g H A ,
then
aa bb r s aa b b r q ab« a , b ab rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
bb aa r s bb a a r q ba« b , a ba r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . w xNow A is color commutative, so ab s « a, b ba and a , b s 0 implies
Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .that ab s « a , b ba . Thus ab« a , b ab r s ba« b , a ba r ? k,
where
ks« a, b « a , b « a , b « a, b s« aa , b « aa , b s« aa , bb .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .With this, it follows that aa , bb s aa bb y « aa , bb bb aa maps
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r to the element aa b b r y « aa , bb bb a a r . Thus, as operators
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .on A, we have aa , bb s aa b b y « aa , bb bb a a , as required.
For the remainder of this paper, we assume that A is a color commuta-
Ž .tive, G-graded K-algebra so that condition C1 holds. Furthermore, we let
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D be a color commutative Lie color subalgebra of Der «A. Thus D s
« Ž . w x[Ý D where D s D l Der A , and D, D s 0. In particular, thex g G x x x
latter is equivalent to
ab s « a , b ba for all a , b g H D . C2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Note that the tensor product A m D s AD is G-graded by definingK
AD s A D for all x g G. L1Ž . Ž .Ýx y z
yzsx
Ž .In view of Lemma 1.2 i , we now have a graded action of AD on A, where
« Ž .aa g AD acts via its corresponding operator in Der A . Moreover,
Ž . w xLemma 1.2 ii motivates us to define the binary operation , on AD as
the K-linear extension of
w xaa , bb s aa b b y « aa , bb bb a aŽ . Ž . Ž .
for all a, b g H A , a , b g H D . L2Ž . Ž . Ž .
With all of this, we obtain
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A and D be as abo¤e. Then A m D s AD is a Lie
Ž .color algebra with G-grading gi¤en by L1 and Lie color bracket gi¤en by
Ž .L2 . Furthermore, the action of AD on A yields a Lie color homomorphism
« Ž .u : AD “ Der A .
w xProof. It is clear that , is K-linear in each variable. Thus it remains
to verify the color versions of skew symmetry and the Jacobi identity as
w Ž . Ž .x Ž .given in S, 3.3 and 3.4 . To this end, let a, b, c g H A and let
Ž .a , b , g g H D . Then
w x w xaa , bb s y« aa , bb bb , aaŽ .
Ž . Ž .follows immediately from L2 and E1 . For the Jacobi identity, we note
that
w xaa , bb , cg s aa , bb c g y « bb , cg cg b b .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Hence D2 yields
w x« cg , aa aa , bb , cg s J q J q J y J y J y J ,Ž . 1 2 3 4 5 6
where
J s « cg , aa aa b b c gŽ . Ž . Ž .1
J s y« cg , aa « bb , cg « a , c ac ag b bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
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J s « cg , aa « aa , bbcg « bb , cg cg b b a aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3
s « aa , bb « bb , cg cg b b a aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
J s « cg , aa « aa , bbcg bb c g a aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .4
s « aa , bb bb c g a aŽ . Ž . Ž .
J s y« cg , aa « a , b ab ab c gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .5
J s « cg , aa « bb , cg aa c g b b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .6
Ž .For convenience, set f aa , bb , cg s J q J q J and note that1 2 3
Ž . Ž .f bb , cg , aa is obtained from f aa , bb , cg by a cyclic shift of the
variables. Now it is easy to see that the shifted version of J is equal to J1 4
Ž .and that the shifted version of J is J . Furthermore, it follows from C13 6
Ž .and C2 that the shifted version of J is2
y« aa , bb « cg , aa « b , a ? ba ? ba c gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s y« aa , bb « cg , aa « b , aŽ . Ž . Ž .
? « b , a ab ? « b , a ab c gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s y« cg , aa « a , b ab ab c g s J .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 5
In other words,
w x« cg , aa aa , bb , cg s f aa , bb , cg y f bb , cg , aa ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
and the color Jacobi identity follows by adding the three shifted versions of
this expression.
Ž .Of course, it is clear from Lemma 1.2 and L2 that u is indeed a Lie
color homomorphism.
Ž . Ž .As we observed earlier, if a s 1, then b a s b 1 s 0. Thus, in this
Ž . w x Ž .special case, Eq. L2 reduces to 1a , bb s a b b. Furthermore, since
the bicharacter does not appear here, it follows from linearity that
w x1a , bb s a b b for all b g A , a , b g D . L3Ž . Ž .
2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR SIMPLICITY
The goal of this paper is to determine when A m D s AD is a simple
Lie color algebra. Recall that L is a Lie color ideal of AD if
L is a G-graded K-subspace of AD . I1Ž .
w x w xAD , L s L, AD : L. I2Ž .
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Furthermore, if AD has only the trivial Lie color ideals, namely L s 0 and
L s AD, then AD is said to be simple. Note that if the bicharacter
Ž .satisfies « G, G s 1, then AD is really an ordinary Lie algebra. But, in
Ž .view of I1 , we see that AD is a simple Lie color algebra if and only if it is
a graded simple Lie algebra.
w xWe continue with the notation of the preceding section. As in Pa , there
are two obvious necessary conditions for simplicity. To start with, A must
be graded D-simple. This means that A has no nontrivial graded D-stable
ideals. Indeed, if I is a graded D-stable ideal of A, then I m D s ID is
clearly a Lie color ideal of AD. Hence, if AD is simple, then I must be 0
or A. Note that the graded D-simplicity of A also forces the ring of
constants AD to have a rather nice structure.
Ž D .LEMMA 2.1. If A is graded D-simple, then all elements of H A are
D Äin¤ertible in this subalgebra. In particular, A is a crossed product B)G
D ÄŽ .where B s A is the identity component of the subalgebra and where G is1
some subgroup of G.
Proof. We know that AD is a graded subalgebra of A. Furthermore, if
Ž D .a g H A , then aA s Aa is a nonzero graded D-stable ideal of A, by
Ž .Lemma 1.1 i , and hence aA s Aa s A. Thus a is invertible in A and let
y1 Ž . Ž . Ž .b s a g H A . Finally, for any › g H D , Eq. D2 implies that 0 s
DŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .› 1 s › ba s › b a, so › b s 0 and b g A , as required.
The graded D-simplicity of A is also somewhat related to the parity
Ž .2 Ž .function on G. Specifically, note that « x, x s 1 by E1 and therefore
Ž . Ž .  4« x, x s "1. Furthermore, E2 implies that the map G “ "1 given by
Ž .x ‹ « x, x is a group homomorphism. Thus the kernel of this map,
 Ž . 4G s x g G N « x, x s 1 , is a subgroup of G of index F 2, and if thisq
subgroup has index 2 then its second coset is given by G s x g G Ny
Ž . 4« x, x s y1 . Of course, if char K s 2, then we always have G s G . Forq
Ž .convenience, if V is a G-graded, K-vector space, then we use H V toq
denote the set of homogeneous elements of V with grade in G , and weq
Ž . Ž .let V be the K-linear span of H V . Similarly, we let H V denote theq q y
set of homogeneous elements with grade in G , and V is its span.y y
Clearly, V s V [ V .q y
LEMMA 2.2. AA s A A is a graded nil ideal of A. In particular, if A isy y
graded D-simple and if D s D , then A s A .q q
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Proof. If a g H A , then C1 implies that a s aa s « a, a aa sy
ya2. Thus a2 s 0, since char K / 2 in this case. It now follows from
Ž .Lemma 1.1 iii that A A is a graded nil ideal and hence A A / A.y y
Finally, if D s D , then it is clear that A A is D-stable. In particular, if Aq y
is graded D-simple, then A A s 0 and therefore A s A .y q
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A second necessary condition for the simplicity of AD is that this Lie
color algebra act faithfully on A. Indeed, if AD is simple, then the kernel
of the Lie color homomorphism u of Proposition 1.3 is either 0 or AD.
But, in the latter case, 1D s D acts trivially on A, contradicting its
« Ž .definition as a nonzero subspace of Der A . Thus AD must act faithfully
and hence so must its subspace AD m D s ADD. As we see below, all that
is required is this weaker assumption. Specifically, we will prove
THEOREM 2.3. Let « : G = G “ K v be a bicharacter for the multiplicati¤e
group G. Suppose A is a color commutati¤e G-graded, K-algebra and let D be
a nonzero color commutati¤e G-graded, K-¤ector space of color deri¤ations of
A. If dim D s 1, assume in addition that char K / 2 and that D s D .K q
Then A m D s AD is a simple Lie color algebra if and only if A is graded
D-simple and AD m D s ADD acts faithfully on A.
As is apparent, there are two missing cases here that occur when
dim D s 1. In this situation, we haveK
LEMMA 2.4. If A is graded D-simple and dim D s 1, then AD m D s ADDK
acts faithfully on A.
Proof. Say D s K› and consider the restriction of u to AD m D s ADD.
Since u is a graded homomorphism, the kernel of u is generated by its
Ž . Ž D .homogeneous elements. But 0 / › g H D and all elements of H A are
units. Thus ker u contains no nonzero homogeneous elements and ADD
acts faithfully, as required.
Thus, when D is 1-dimensional, the assumption that ADD acts faithfully
can be dropped. However, now another condition comes into play.
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose A is a color commutati¤e G-graded, K-algebra
and let D be a nonzero color commutati¤e G-graded, K-¤ector space of color
deri¤ations of A. Let dim D s 1 and assume that either char K s 2 orK
char K / 2 and D s D . Then A m D s AD is a simple Lie color algebra ify
Ž .and only if A is graded D-simple and D A s A.
At this point, an example would be helpful. Here we use the usual
bicharacter associated with superalgebras.
 4EXAMPLE 2.6. Let G s 1, g have order 2 and let « be defined so that
Ž .« g, g s y1. Suppose F is a field extension of K and let d be an
w x Ž 2 .ordinary K-derivation of F. If A s F t r t , then A is a G-graded, color
commutative algebra with A s F and A s F t, where t is the image in1 g
Ž . Ž .A of the variable t. Now let › : A “ A be given by › r q st s s q d r t
for all r, s g F. Then › is a color derivation of A of grade › a s g.
Furthermore, if D s K› , then A is graded D-simple, and AD is a simple
Lie color algebra if and only if d is onto.
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Ž .Proof. Since « x, y s 1 if one of the group elements x or y is 1, it
follows easily that A is G-graded and color commutative. Furthermore, it
is easy to verify that › is a color derivation of A of grade › a s g. Now the
only proper ideal of A is F t, and this ideal is not D-stable. Consequently,
Ž . Ž .A is graded, D-simple. Finally, since › A s A if and only if d F s F, the
preceding theorem implies that AD is simple if and only if d is onto.
Ž .If d F s 0 in the above, then it is easy to see that F› is a Lie color
w x w xideal of AD. Indeed, this follows since F› , F› s 0 and F› , F t› s F› .
w xOn the other hand, as was shown in KN , numerous purely transcendental
Ž .field extensions F = K exist, in any characteristic, with d F s F. Note
that Example 2.6 also applies when char K s 2. Here G s G and › is anq
ordinary derivation of A.
We close this section by isolating some specific computations that will
be required later. They, of course, apply to an arbitrary AD.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.7. Let a, b g H A and let › g H D .
Ž .w x w Ž . Ž . x Ž .i. « › , a a› , b› s › ab y 2› a b › if « › , › s 1.
Ž .w x Ž . Ž .ii. « › , a a› , b› s › ab › when « › , › s y1.
Ž n. Ž . ny1 Ž .iii. › b s n› b b if n G 1 and « b, b s 1.
Ž .w xProof. Write « › , a a› , b› s c› for a suitable c g A. Then
c s « › , a a› b y « › , a « a› , b› b› aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s « › , a a› b y « › , › « › a , b b› aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s « › , a a› b y « › , › › a bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .since C1 implies that › a b s « › a , b b› a . Thus
c s › ab y › a b y « › , › › a b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .by D2 , so parts i and ii follow.
Ž .For iii , we proceed by induction on n G 1, and we suppose that the
result holds for n. Then
› bnq1 s › bbn s › b bn q « › , b b› bnŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s › b bn q n« › , b b› b bny1 s n q 1 › b bn ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since « b, b s 1 and C1 imply that « › , b b› b s « b› , b b› b s
Ž .› b b.
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Ž . nOf course, if b g H A , then we know that b s 0 for n G 2. We willy
also need
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.8. Let a, r g H A and let › , › g H D . Then1 2
w x w x« a, › r› , a› y ra› , 1› s « a› , › r› a ›Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
q « a, › r› a › .Ž . Ž .1 1 2
Proof. To start with, we have
w x« a, › r› , a› s « a, › r› a › y « a, › « r› , a› a› r ›Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
s « a, › r› a › y « ra› , › « r› , a a› r › .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
Furthermore,
w xy ra› , 1› s « ra› , › › ra ›Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1
s « ra› , › « › , r r› a › q « ra› , › › r a›Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
s « a› , › r› a › q « ra› , › « r› , a a› r › ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since › r a s « r› , a a› r by C1 . Thus, by adding the latter two2 2 2
displayed equations, we obtain
w x w x« a, › r› , a› y ra› , 1›Ž .1 1 2 1 2
s « a› , › r› a › q « a, › r› a › ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 1 2
as required.
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR SIMPLICITY
In this section, we prove the main theorems. Thus, we assume through-
out that G is a multiplicative abelian group and that « : G = G “ K v is a
fixed bicharacter to the field K. Furthermore, A is a color commutative,
G-graded, associative K-algebra and D is a nonzero color commutative Lie
« Ž .color subalgebra of Der A . Of course, we suppose that
A is graded D-simple A1Ž .
ADD acts faithfully on A. A2Ž .
Finally, we let L be a nonzero Lie color ideal of A m D s AD.
Ž .If V is a K-subspace of A, then the sum of all left or right ideals of A
Ž .contained in V is the unique largest left or right ideal of A contained in
Ž .V. In particular, the ideals I mentioned in part i of the following lemma
always exist.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let V be a D-stable, G-graded K-subspace of A.
Ž .i. If I is the largest left or right ideal of A contained in V, then I is a
ŽD-stable, graded two-sided ideal. In particular, if V contains a nonzero left or
.right ideal, then V s A.
ii. AV and VA are D-stable, graded two-sided ideals of A. Thus V / 0
implies that AV s VA s A and hence that AV s V A s A.q q
Ž .Proof. i Assume that I is the unique largest left ideal of A contained
in V. For each x g G, let p : A “ A denote the natural projection, andx x
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .set J s [Ý p I . Since A p I : p A I : p I for all x, y g G,x g G x x y x y x x y
it follows that A J : J and hence that J is a left ideal of A. Butx
I : J : V, since V is graded, and hence I s J is a graded left ideal.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now let › g H D . Then I q › I : V and I q › I is a left ideal of A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since, for all a g H A and r g H I , we have « › , a a› r s y› a r q
Ž . Ž . Ž .› ar g I q › I . Thus I q › I : I by the maximal nature of I, and
Ž .hence I is D-stable. Note that I 1 A by Lemma 1.1 i . Finally, if V
Ž .contains a nonzero left or right ideal, then I is a nonzero graded,
D-stable two-sided ideal of A. But A is graded D-simple, so I s A and
therefore V s A.
Ž .ii Certainly AV is a graded left ideal of A, and hence AV s VA 1 A
Ž .by Lemma 1.1 i . Furthermore, AV is D-stable since both A and V are
D-stable and graded. In particular, if V / 0, then the graded D-simplicity
of A implies that AV s A. Finally, note that A s AV s AV q AV .q y
Ž .Furthermore, by Lemma 1.1 iii , AV is a nil ideal of A and hence it isy
contained in the Jacobson radical of the algebra. With this, the previous
sum implies that A s AV s V A.q q
Such subspaces V are of interest because of
LEMMA 3.2. Let › , › , . . . , › be K-linearly independent elements of1 2 n
Ž .H D and let V be the set of all a g A such that there exists a s a › q a ›1 1 2 2
q ??? qa › g L with a s a . Then V is a graded D-stable, K-subspace of A.n n n
Proof. Since L is a K-subspace of AD, it is clear that V is a K-sub-
space of A. Furthermore, if x g G, then since L is a graded subspace of
n Ž . y1 y1AD, it follows that Ý a › s a g L. Thus V : V and V is ais1 i x› i x x›i n
graded subspace of A since x g G is arbitrary. Finally, if › g D, then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1› g AD, and Eq. L3 implies that › a › q › a › q ??? q› a › s1 1 2 2 n n
w x Ž . Ž .1› , a g L since L 1 AD. Thus › a s › a g V and V is D-stable.n
It is now a simple matter to prove
PROPOSITION 3.3. AD acts faithfully on A.
Proof. Let L 1 AD be the kernel of the action of AD on A and
assume, by way of contradiction, that L / 0. Then we can let n G 1 be the
minimal homogeneous support size of a nonzero element of L. In other
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words, there exist linearly independent homogeneous elements
› , › , . . . , › in D with L l Ýn A› / 0 and such that all nonzero1 2 n is1 i
elements in this intersection have all their A-coefficients nonzero. Let V
be defined as in the previous lemma. Then V is a nonzero graded D-stable,
K-subspace of A. Furthermore, the nature of the action of AD on A
Ž .implies that AL : L and hence AV : V. Thus V 1 A by Lemma 1.1 i ,
and, since A is graded D-simple, we have V s A. In particular, 1 g V and
we can find a s a › q a › q ??? qa › g L with a s 1. If › g D is1 1 2 2 n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .arbitrary, then Eq. L3 implies that › a › q › a › q ??? q1 1 2 2
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .› a › s 1› , a g L since › a s › 1 s 0. Thus the minimalityny1 ny1 n
Ž . Dof n implies that › a s 0 for all i and all › g D. In other words, a g Ai i
for all i, and a g ADD. But, by assumption, ADD acts faithfully on A, so
we have the required contradiction. We conclude, therefore, that L s 0
and hence that AD acts faithfully on A.
Recall that L is a fixed nonzero Lie color ideal of AD. As a conse-
quence of the above, we obtain
Ž .LEMMA 3.4. If › g H D , then L l A› / 0.
Proof. Since L / 0, we can choose n G 1 minimal so that there exist
linearly independent homogeneous elements › , › , . . . , › g D with › s ›1 2 n 1
and L l Ýn A› / 0. The goal is to show that n s 1. Thus suppose thatis1 i
n G 2 and let V be defined as in Lemma 3.2. Then V is a graded D-stable,
K-subspace of A and the minimality of n implies that V / 0.
Now let a s Ýn a › be a nonzero homogeneous element contained inis1 i i
n Ž . w xthe nonzero graded vector space L l Ý A› . If r g H A , then a , r›is1 i 1
Ž .g L, and it is clear from Eq. L2 that this element has support in
 4 w x n Ž .› , › , . . . , › . Thus we can write a , r› s Ý c r › . The most com-1 2 n 1 is1 i i
plicated coefficient here is that of › . Specifically,1
n
c r s y« a › , r› r› a q a › r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 1 1 1 1 i i
is1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..and consequently, c H A / 0. Indeed, if c H A s 0, then r s 11 1
Ž . Ž . n Ž . Ž .implies that › a s 0 and hence 0 s c r s Ý a › r s a r for all1 1 1 is1 i i
Ž . Ž .r g H A . In other words, a acts trivially on H A , so linearity implies
that it acts trivially on all of A. Thus a s 0 by the previous proposition, a
contradiction.
w xWe have therefore shown that a , r› is not identically 0, so the1
Ž Ž .. Ž .minimal nature of n G 2 implies that c H A / 0. Here c r sn n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y« a › , r› r› a , so › a / 0 and V contains H A › a . Thus Vn n 1 1 n 1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .contains the nonzero left ideal A› a , and it follows from Lemma 3.1 i1 n
that V s A. Thus there exists b g L l Ýn A› with b s Ýn b › andis1 i is1 i i
b s 1. Furthermore, by taking a to be the › a component of b , we seen n
Ž .that we could have chosen a with a s 1. But then › a s 0, a contra-n 1 n
diction. Thus n s 1 and 0 / L l A› s L l A› , as required.1
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Next, we see that only a small part of D has to be studied in detail.
Indeed, we prove
Ž .LEMMA 3.5. If L = A› for some › g H D , then L s AD.
Ž . Ž . X Ž .Proof. Fix b g H A with › b / 0, let › g H D be arbitrary, and
X  X 4 Xdefine V s a g A N a› g L . As usual, V is a G-graded, D-stable K-sub-
space of A. Since L = A› , it follows that
X w X x X Xa› b › s a› , b› q « a› , b› b› a › g LŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . X Ž .for all a g H A . Hence V contains the nonzero left ideal A› b , and
Ž . X XLemma 3.1 i implies that V s A. In other words, L contains A› for all
X Ž .› g H D , so L s AD as required.
Ž .LEMMA 3.6. Let › and › be K-linearly independent elements of H D .1 2
Ž .i. There exist a, b g H A with
« › , a › a › b q « › , a› › a › b / 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1 2 2 1
ii. The composition › › is not zero.1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Choose a g H A with › a / 0. Then1
a s « › , a › a › q « › , a› › a ›Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1 2 2 1
is a nonzero element of AD. Thus, since AD acts faithfully on A by
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proposition 3.3, there exists b g H A with « › , a › a › b q2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .« › , a› › a › b s a b / 0.1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Let a, b g H A be given by part i above. Then
› › ab s › › a b q « › , a a› bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 2 2
s › › a b q « › › , a a› › b q c,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where c s « › , a › a › b q « › , a› › a › b / 0. It follows that2 1 2 1 2 2 1
Ž .› › r / 0 for r s a or b or ab, and hence › › / 0.1 2 1 2
We can now obtain the following crucial fact.
Ž .LEMMA 3.7. Let char K / 2. If › g H D , then L = A› .q
 4Proof. Let V s a g A N a› g L . Then, by Lemma 3.2, V is a graded
D-stable, K-subspace of A. Of course, Lemma 3.4 implies that V / 0. If
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .¤ g H V and r g H A , then ¤› , r› g L and, since › g H D , Lemmaq
Ž .2.7 i yields
› ¤r y 2› ¤ r g V for all ¤ g H V , r g H A . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .Suppose in addition that ¤ g H V . Then › ¤ s 2› ¤ ¤ by Lemmaq
Ž . Ž .2.7 iii ; so replacing r by ¤r in 1 implies that the expression
› ¤ 2 r y 2› ¤ ¤r s › ¤ 2 r y › ¤ 2 r s « › , ¤ 2 ¤ 2› rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
is contained in V. Consequently, we have
¤ 2› r g V for all ¤ g H V , r g H A . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Fix a g H V and b g H A . Then, by Eq. 2 , we have a › b g V.q q
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Also › b r2 s › b b by Lemma 2.7 iii , so a › b b g V. Using ¤ s
2 Ž . Ž .a › b and r s bs in 1 , we get
› a2› b bs y 2› a2› b bs g V for all s g H A . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2 Ž . Ž .Similarly, if we use ¤ s a › b b and r s s in 1 , we get
› a2› b bs y 2› a2› b b s g V for all s g H A . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Thus, by subtracting expression 4 from expression 3 , we obtain
22 2 2 22« › , a › b a › b s s 2 › a › b b y › a › b b s g VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 2 Ž .2for all s g H A , and therefore V = a › b A.
2 Ž .2It remains to show that we can choose suitable a and b with a › b / 0.
Ž .To this end, note that V / 0 so V A s A by Lemma 3.1 ii . Similarly,q
Ž .› A / 0, and this is a graded D-stable, K-subspace of A by the color
Ž . a Ž . Ž .commutativity rule C2 . Thus, since › g G , we have › A s › Aq q q
Ž . Ž .and hence › A A s A by Lemma 3.1 ii again. Consequently, A s V Aq q
Ž . Ž .s V › A A, and it follows from Lemma 1.1 iii that not all homoge-q q
neous generators of this ideal can be nilpotent. In particular, there exist
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a g H V and b g H A with a› b not nilpotent. Hence, by C1 ,q q
2 Ž .2 2 Ž .2a › b / 0, and therefore V contains the nonzero right ideal a › b A.
Ž .We conclude from Lemma 3.1 i that V s A, as required.
The rest of the argument is somewhat more technical. To start with, we
need
Ž .LEMMA 3.8. Let › g H D and assume that either char K s 2 or › g
Ž . Ž . w xH D . Then L l A› = › A › s A› , A› . In particular, if dim D s 1,y K
Ž .then AD is simple if and only if D A s A.
Proof. Say L l A› s V› so that, as usual, V is a nonzero graded
Ž .D-stable, K-subspace of A with VA s A by Lemma 3.1 ii . Now if a, b g
Ž . Ž .Ž . w x Ž .H A , then Lemma 2.7 i ii implies that a› , b› s › ab › under either
w x Ž .hypothesis, and consequently A› , A› s › A › . Furthermore, if a g
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .H V and b g H A , then a› , b› g L, so V = › VA s › A , and hence
Ž . w xL = › A › s A› , A› .
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Ž . Ž .Finally, suppose D s K› is 1-dimensional, so that D A s › A . If
Ž .› A s A, then the above implies that L = A› s AD, and hence AD is
Ž .simple. On the other hand, if › A is properly smaller than A, then
w xA› , A› is a nonzero Lie color ideal of A› properly smaller than A› ,
and therefore A› s AD is not simple.
Finally, we use some bicharacter computations to prove
Ž .LEMMA 3.9. Let › , › g H D be K-linearly independent, and assume1 2
Ž .that either char K s 2 or › , › g H D . Then L = A› q A› .1 2 y 1 2
Proof. Write M s A› q A› , so that M is a Lie color subalgebra of1 2
AD. We proceed in a series of two steps.
w xStep 1. L = M, M .
Proof. Let V be the set of › -coefficients in L l M s L l2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .A› q A› . By Lemma 2.7 ii , there exists an element a g H A with1 2
Ž . Ž .› › a / 0, and we set b s › a . Then b› g L l A› by the previous1 2 2 2 2
Ž .lemma, so for all r g H A we have
w xr› b › y « r› , b› b› r › s r› , b› g L.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .In other words, V contains the left ideal A› b and note that › b s2 1 1
Ž . Ž .› › a / 0. Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1 i now imply that V s A, and hence1 2 2
Ž . Ž .A› q L = A› . But then A› q M l L s M, so Mr M l L (1 2 1
Ž .A› r A› l L , and the latter Lie color algebra is abelian by Lemma 3.8.1 1
Step 2. L = M.
Ž . w xProof. Let a, b, r g H A . Since L = M, M , we conclude from
Lemma 2.8 that
« a› , › r› a › q « a, › r› a › g LŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 1 2
for all a, r g H A . 5Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, replacing r by r› b in 5 yields1
« a› , › r› b › a › q « a, › r› b › a › g LŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2
for all a, b , r g H A , 6Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and if we interchange the order of the products › b › a and › b › a1 2 1 1
Ž .in the above, using C1 , we obtain
l r› a › b › q l r› a › b › g LŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
for all a, b , r g H A , 7Ž . Ž .
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where
l s « a› , › « b› , a› and l s « a, › « b› , a› .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
Ž .Of course, if we interchange a and b in 6 , we get
l r› a › b › q l r› a › b › g LŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 1 2 1 4 1 1 2
for all a, b , r g H A , 8Ž . Ž .
where
l s « b› , › and l s « b , › .Ž . Ž .3 1 2 4 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, set m s « a› › , b « › , a› , multiply expression 7 by ml ,1 2 2 1 4
Ž .and subtract ml times expression 8 . This yields2
r h › a › b y h › a › b › g L,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1
where
h s ml l1 1 4
s « a› › , b « › , a› « a› , › « b› , a› « b , ›Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1
s « › , a›Ž .1 2
and
h s ml l2 2 3
s « a› › , b « › , a› « a, › « b› , a› « b› , ›Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
s « › , a « › , › s y« › , a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .since « › , › s y1 when either char K s 2 or › g H D .1 1 1 y
We have therefore shown that L l A› = I› where I is the principal1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .left ideal Ac with c s « › , a › a › b q « › , a› › a › b . But2 1 2 1 2 2 1
Ž .Lemma 3.6 i guarantees the existence of homogeneous elements a and b
Ž .with c / 0. Thus we conclude from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1 i that L = A›1
and, by symmetry, it follows that L = A› .2
There is presumably some natural reason why the element c above is so
Ž . Ž .intimately related, as in Lemma 3.6 ii , to › › ab . However, we will not1 2
pursue this here. It is now a simple matter to offer the
Proof of the Main Theorems. We know that if AD is color simple, then
A is graded D-simple and ADD acts faithfully on A. Furthermore, if
dim D s 1 and if either char K s 2 or char K / 2 and D s D , then itK y
Ž .follows from Lemma 3.8 that D A s A. With this, the necessity aspects of
Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 are proved.
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For the sufficiency part of these two theorems, assume that A is graded
D-simple and that ADD acts faithfully on A if dim D G 2. Then, byK
Lemma 2.4, ADD acts faithfully on A in all situations. Now let L be a
nonzero Lie color ideal of AD. If char K / 2 and D / 0, then Lemma 3.7q
Ž .implies that L = A› for some › g H D . On the other hand, if either
charK s 2 and dim D G 2 or char K / 2 and dim D G 2, then LemmaK K y
Ž .3.9 implies that L = A› for some › g H D . Thus, in either case, we
conclude from Lemma 3.5 that L s AD and hence that AD is simple.
Finally, suppose that dim D s 1 and that either char K s 2 or char K / 2K
and D s D . Then Theorem 2.5 follows from Lemma 3.8 and the addi-y
Ž .tional hypothesis that D A s A.
4. EXAMPLES AND DISCOLORATION
We begin with a canonical example, intimately related to the ordinary
Witt Lie algebra. As usual, we let « : G = G “ K v be a fixed bicharacter.
Ž .Furthermore, in the following, we use U g to denote the universal
enveloping algebra of the Lie color algebra g when char K s 0, or the
restricted enveloping algebra of the restricted Lie color algebra g when
w xchar K s p ) 0. See B for the basic properties of these associative
algebras.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let V s Ý V be a nonzero G-graded K-vector space,x g G x
w xand view V as a Lie color algebra by defining V, V s 0. Furthermore,
when char K s p ) 0, we suppose that V is restricted with a trivial pth
Ž .power map. If A s U V , then A is a G-graded, color commutative
Ž .y1K-algebra. Now let D s Ý D , where D s Hom V , K , and view Dx g G x x K x
w xas a Lie color algebra by defining D, D s 0. Then D acts naturally and
faithfully as color derivations on A, and with respect to this action,
A m D s AD is a simple Lie color algebra unless dim V s 1 and eitherK
char K s 2 or char K / 2 and V s V .y
Proof. Let g s Z [ V [ D, where 0 / Z s Kz and where z has grade
w x1 g G. Then g is a G-graded K-vector space, and we define , : g = g “
g in such a way that the only possible nonzero terms, involving the
homogeneous generators of g , are given by
w x w xl, ¤ s l ¤ z , ¤ , l s « x , x l ¤ zŽ . Ž . Ž .
for all x g G , ¤ g V , l g D y1 .x x
w w xxSince g , g , g s 0, it is clear that, with this definition, g is now a Lie
color algebra. Furthermore, if char K s p ) 0, we let g be restricted by
defining g w p x s 0.q
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Next, via the adjoint map, we know that g acts as color derivations on
Ž . Ž .U g , and in particular, D : g acts as color derivations on B s U Z [ V .
Furthermore, z is central in B and there is a natural graded algebra
Ž . Ž . Ž .epimorphism f: B s U Z [ V “ A s U V determined by f z s 1.
Ž .Thus, since D z s 0, f gives rise to a derivation action of D on A.
Ž .Indeed, this action is faithful, since D is already faithful on f Z [ V s K
[ V : A. It now makes sense to form the Lie color algebra A m D s AD,
and we will use the main theorems here to determine when AD is simple.
To start with, any element a g A can be written as
a s k t a1 t a2 ??? t an ,Ý a 1 2 n
a
 4a PBW polynomial in the variables t , t , . . . , t . Here t , t , . . . , t is a1 2 n 1 2 n
Ž .linearly independent subset of H V and
¡ 40, 1 , if t g H VŽ .i y~ 40, 1, 2, . . . , if t g H V and char K s 0Ž .a g i qi ¢ 40, 1, . . . , p y 1 , if t g H V and char K s p ) 0.Ž .i q
Of course, this polynomial expression for a is unique once t , t , . . . , t is1 2 n
chosen, and deg a s Ýn a is well defined, independent of this choice.is1 i
Note that, if t , t , . . . , t are given, then the definition of D implies that1 2 n
Ž . a Ž a.y1the ``partial derivatives'' › , › , . . . , › g H D exist with › s t and1 2 n i i
Ž .with › t s d , the Kronecker delta.i j i, j
Now suppose that the element a above is contained in AD. Then for
all i,
0 s › a s k « › , t a1 ??? t a iy1 a t a1 ??? t a iy1 ??? t anŽ . Ž .Ýi a i 1 iy1 i 1 i n
a
Ž . Ž .by D2 and Lemma 2.7 iii . In particular, if k / 0, then the uniquenessa
aspect of this expression implies that a s 0, and consequently, a s k gi 0
K. Thus AD s K and AD m D s K m D s D acts faithfully on A. Further-
more, let I be a nonzero graded D-stable ideal of A and let 0 / a g I be
Ž . Ž .an element of minimal degree. Since deg › a - deg a for all › g H D , it
Ž . Dfollows that › a s 0 and hence that a g A s K. But this implies that
I s A, so A is graded D-simple and the result follows from Theorems 2.3
and 2.5.
The above construction, when AD is not simple, yields a familiar
example. To start with, we have dim V s 1, so say V s Kt. Thus, sinceK
Ž .either char K s 2 or char K / 2 and t g H V , it follows that A s K [ Kty
with t 2 s 0. Furthermore, by definition of the action, we have D s K›
Ž .with › r q st s s for all r, s g K. In particular, this is precisely Example
2.6 with F s K and d s 0.
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Of course, starting with an arbitrary A and D, we can obtain additional
Lie structures by considering group rings and formal exponentials as in
w xPa, Sect. 1 . Since the arguments for this are fairly routine, and since these
new examples may not be particularly interesting, we prefer to take a
somewhat different tack. Specifically, we consider what the discoloration
functor has to say about Witt-type Lie color algebras.
Let G and K be given, and recall that a 2-cocycle is a map t :
G = G “ K v satisfying
t x , yz t y , z s t x , y t xy , z for all x , y , z g G. H1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t w xFurthermore, using t , we can construct the twisted group algebra K G of
 4G over K. The latter is, of course, the K-algebra with basis G s x N x g G
and with multiplication defined distributively by
x y s t x , y xy for all x , y g G. H2Ž . Ž .
Ž .Note that H1 is precisely equivalent to the associativity of multiplication,
t w xand hence K G is an associative K-algebra that is G-graded if we set
t w x Ž .K G s Kx for all x g G. Of course, if t is trivial, that is, if t G, G s 1,x
t w x w xthen K G s K G is the ordinary group algebra of G.
t w x Ž .LEMMA 4.2. Let K G be gi¤en as abo¤e and define m x, y st
Ž . Ž .t x, y rt y, x for all x, y g G. Then
Ž .i. x y s m x, y y x for all x, y g G.t
v Ž .ii. m : G = G “ K is a bicharacter with m x, x s 1 for all x g G.t t
Ž . Ž .Proof. i This follows from H2 since
x y s t x , y xy s t x , y yx s t x , y rt y , x y x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Certainly m x, y m y, x s 1 and m x, x s 1. Moreover, ift t t
vx, y, z g G, then yzs ky z for some k g K , and hence
m x , yz yz x s x yz s kx y z s km x , y y x zŽ . Ž .t t
s km x , y m x , z y z x s m x , y m x , z yz x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t t
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus m x, yz s m x, y m x, z , as required.t t t
If V s [Ý V and W s [Ý W are G-graded K-vector spaces,x g G x x g G x
then we define the diagonal product V G W to be the diagonal subspace of
V m W given by V G W s [Ý V m W . Of course, V G W is gradedx g G x x
Ž .with V G W s V m W . Furthermore, if A and B are G-graded K-alge-x x x
bras, then A G B is a subalgebra of A m B, and it is G-graded with
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Ž .A G B s A m B . Since the tensor product is associative and sincex x x
Ž . Ž .U G V G W is the diagonal subspace of U m V m W, it follows that the
w xdiagonal product is also associative. Note that A G K G ( A as G-graded
algebras. Furthermore, if t is a 2-cocycle, then so is ty1 s 1rt , and
y1 t w x ty1 w x w xy1clearly we have m s m and K G G K G ( K G .t t
In the following, we will be concerned with more that one bicharacter of
G. Thus, to be precise, we will say, for example, that an algebra is
«-commutative if it is color commutative with respect to the bicharacter « .
LEMMA 4.3. Let « be a bicharacter of G and let t be a 2-cycle. Then
« X s «m is also a bicharacter of G and the operator T on the set of G-gradedt
Ž . t w xassociati¤e K-algebras gi¤en by T A s A G K G yields a one-to-one corre-
spondence from the isomorphism classes of «-commutati¤e algebras to the
isomorphism classes of « X-commutati¤e algebras. Here Ty1 is gi¤en by
y1Ž X. X ty1 w xT A s A G K G .
Ž X . X ty1 w xProof. If S is defined by S A s A G K G , then
t w x ty1 w xS T A s A G K G G K GŽ .Ž . Ž .
t w x ty1 w x w xs A G K G G K G ( A G K G ( A.Ž .
Thus ST is the identity on isomorphism classes of algebras, and, similarly,
so is TS. In other words, S s Ty1 and T is a one-to-one correspondence.
Finally, the comment on «- and « X-commutative algebras follows immedi-
X Ž .ately from « s «m and Lemma 4.2 i .t
Next, we turn to derivations. Let A be a G-graded algebra and let › be
aa homogeneous «-derivation of A of grade › s z. Then › m z acts on
t w xA G K G by
› m z : a m x ‹ › a m z x for all x g G , a g A , H3Ž . Ž . Ž .x
X t w xand it is easy to see that › m z is an « -derivation of A G K G . Indeed,
let x, y g G and let a g A , b g A . Sincex y
X« z , x z x s « z , x m z , x x z s « z , x x z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
Ž .by Lemma 4.2 i , it follows that
› m z a m x b m yŽ . Ž . Ž .
s › m z ab m x y s › ab m z x yŽ . Ž .Ž .
s › a b q « z , x a› b m z x yŽ . Ž . Ž .
s › a b m z x y q « z , x a› b m z x yŽ . Ž . Ž .
Xs › a b m z x y q « z , x a› b m x z yŽ . Ž . Ž .
Xs › m z a m x b m y q « z , x a m x › m z b m y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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as required. More to the point, we have
LEMMA 4.4. Let A be a G-graded associati¤e K-algebra. Then the map T :
t w xD ‹ D G K G yields a one-to-one correspondence from the family of graded
¤ector spaces of «-commutati¤e «-deri¤ations of A to the family of graded
X X Ž . t w x¤ector spaces of « -commutati¤e, « -deri¤ations of T A s A G K G . Here
y1 y1 X X ty1 w xT is essentially gi¤en by T : D ‹ D G K G .
X t w x XProof. By the above, we know that D s D G K G acts as « -deriva-
X t w xtions on the algebra A s A G K G , and this action is clearly faithful.
Ž . XFurthermore, if D is «-commutative, then Lemma 4.2 i implies that D is
X Ž X. X ty1 w x Ž X. X« -commutative. Finally, if we let S D s D G K G and S A s A G
ty1 w xK G , then
t w x ty1 w x w xS T D s D G K G G K G ( D G K G ,Ž .Ž . Ž .
t w x ty1 w x w xS T A s A G K G G K G ( A G K G ( A ,Ž .Ž . Ž .
w x w xand D G K G acts on A G K G in precisely the same way that D acts on
y1A. Thus, S is essentially equal to T .
t w xNow it is clear from the preceding two lemmas that the maps G K Gy
yield a one-to-one correspondence from the isomorphism classes of «-Lie
color algebras of Witt type to the isomorphism classes of « X-Lie color
algebras of Witt type. To make this precise, we first need the following
w xvariant of S, Theorem 2 .
t w xLEMMA 4.5. The map T : g ‹ g G K G yields a one-to-one correspon-
dence from the isomorphism classes of G-graded «-Lie color algebras to the
isomorphism classes of G-graded « X-Lie color algebras. Here the color brack-
ets are related by
X w xa m x , b m y s a, b m x y for all x , y g G , a g g , b g g ,x y
y1 y1 X X ty1 w xand T is gi¤en by T : g ‹ g G K G . Furthermore, g is simple if and
Ž .only if T g is simple.
Ž .Proof. Let g be an «-Lie color algebra and let U g denote its
Ž .universal enveloping algebra. Then g : U g , and in fact, g is an «-
Ž Ž .. Ž .Lie color subalgebra of L U g , the «-Lie color algebra of U g .«
t w xNow observe that g G K G is contained in the associative algebra
Ž . t w x XU g G K G and we show that it is an « -Lie color subalgebra of
Ž Ž . t w x. w x XXL U g G K G . Indeed, if x, y g G, a g g , b g g , and if ,« x y
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X Ž .denotes the « -Lie bracket, then Lemma 4.2 i yields
X Xa m x , b m y s a m x b m y y « a, b b m y a m xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s ab m x y y « a, b m x , y ba m y xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .t
s ab m x y y « a, b ba m x yŽ .Ž . Ž .
w xs ab y « a, b ba m x y s a, b m x y.Ž .Ž .
X t w x XIn other words, we have shown that g s g G K G is an « -Lie color
algebra with « X-Lie bracket as above. Furthermore, if h is a color ideal of
X t w xg , then since h must be G-graded, it is clear that h s h G K G is a color
X t w x ty1 w x w xideal of g . Finally, since K G G K G ( K G , it is easy to see that
X ty1 w xg G K G , with the appropriate Lie bracket, is naturally isomorphic
to g.
Putting this all together, we quickly obtain
t w xPROPOSITION 4.6. The map T : g ‹ g G K G yields a one-to-one corre-
spondence from the isomorphism classes of «-Lie color algebras of Witt type to
the isomorphism classes of « X-Lie color algebras of Witt type. Specifically, if
X t w x X X X t w x Xg s AD, then g s g G K G ( AD where A s A G K G and D s D G
t w x XK G . Furthermore, g is simple if and only if g is simple.
Proof. Let A be an «-commutative, graded associative K-algebra, and
let D be an «-commutative, graded K-vector space of «-derivations of A.
X t w xIf g s AD, then it suffices to show that g s g G K G is naturally
isomorphic to AXDX, where AX and DX are given by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. For
this, it is best to view the construction of AD as formal multiplication.
Let x, y, z, w g G, and let a g A , a g D , b g A , and b g D . Thenx y z w
X X X Xa s a m x and b s b m z are elements of A , while a s a m y and
X Xb s b m w are in D . For convenience, write xys sx y and zws tz w, where
Ž .y1 Ž .y1s s t x, y and t s t z, w . Then, we have
X X Xaa s aa m xy s s a m x a m y s saaŽ . Ž . Ž .
X X Xbb s bb m zw s t b m z b m w s tbb .Ž . Ž . Ž .
ww xxX X X XIn particular, if , denotes the « -Lie bracket of AD , then
XX X
aa , bbŽ . Ž .
XX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Xw xs st aa , bb s st aa b b y « aa , bb bb a a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Next, observe that
X X X Xst aa b b s st a m x a b m y z b m wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s aa b b m sx y tz w s aa b b m xy zw,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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and
st « X aXa X , bXb X bXb X aX a XŽ . Ž . Ž .
s « aa , bb m xy , zw st b m z b a m w x a m yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t
s « aa , bb m xy , zw bb a a m tz w sx yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t
s « aa , bb bb a a m m xy , zw zw xyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .t
s « aa , bb bb a a m xy zw .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Thus, by the above computations and the previous lemma,
XX X
aa , bb s aa b b y « aa , bb bb a a m xy zwŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
XX Xw xs aa , bb m xy zw s aa , bb ,Ž . Ž .
X X X Xso g ( AD as « -Lie color algebras. Lemma 4.5 now yields the result.
Of course, the payoff here comes from the discoloration functor. If « :
G = G “ K v is a bicharacter, let G« denote the kernel of the parityq
Ž .function x ‹ « x, x . Then we have
THEOREM 4.7. Let « , « X: G = G “ K v be two bicharacters with G« sq
G«
X
. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphismq
Ž .classes of simple «-Lie color algebras of Witt type and the isomorphism
Ž . Xclasses of simple « -Lie color algebras of Witt type.
« «
X w x wProof. If G s G , it then follows from S, Lemma 2 and Po, Theo-q q
x v X Žrem that there exists a 2-cocycle t : G = G “ K with « s «m seet
.Corollary 5.2 of this paper . Now apply Proposition 4.6.
Of course, one can view the preceding result in two ways. In the positive
direction, it offers a method of constructing simple Lie color algebras of
Witt type from the corresponding super algebras. In the negative direction,
it indicates that there will be no new surprises.
5. APPENDIX
w xAt present, the result of Po quoted in the proof of Theorem 4.7 seems
to require that the field K be algebraically closed. Fortunately, we do not
w xneed as strong a conclusion as is contained in Po, Theorem , where it is
shown that a 2-cocycle exists which is multiplicative in each factor. Indeed,
we just require the existence of a 2-cocycle, and this can be proved without
any assumptions on the field. For the sake of completeness, we offer an
elementary demonstration of this fact, changing notation somewhat and
using a group theoretic argument.
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let A and Z be multiplicati¤e abelian groups and let « :
A = A “ Z be a map. The following are equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .i. « ab, c s « a, c « b, c , « b, a s « a, b and « a, a s 1 for
all a, b, c g A.
Ž .ii. There exists a group G with Z : Z G , GrZ s A and such that the
Ž .commutator map , : GrZ = GrZ “ Z is equal to « .
Ž .iii. There exists a 2-cocycle t : A = A “ Z with « a, b s
Ž . Ž .t a, b rt b, a for all a, b g A.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We will show that ii is equivalent to i and iii . Most of this is
routine. The only nontrivial argument occurs in the proof of implication
Ž . Ž .i « ii .
Ž .Suppose first that ii holds. Then G is a class 2 group, and consequently
Ž . y1 y1the commutator map G = G “ Z given by x = y ‹ x, y s x y xy
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .satisfies xy, z s x, z y, z , y, x s x, y and x, x s 1 for all
Ž .x, y, z g G. Furthermore, x, y is constant on the cosets of Z. Thus the
commutator gives rise to a map from A = A s GrZ = GrZ to Z, and if
Ž .this map is « , then « satisfies the conditions of i .
Next, for each a g A, choose a g G with Za s a g GrZ s A. Then,
Ž .for all a, c g A, we have a c s t a, c ac with t : A = A “ Z a 2-cocycle.
Ž .Furthermore, since c a s t c, a ca and cas ac, we obtain
y1y1 y1a, c s a c a c s c a a cŽ . Ž .
y1y1 y1s t a, c t c, a ca ac s t a, c t c, a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus « a, c s a, c has the appropriate form and iii is proved.
Ž . Ž .Next, we show that iii « ii . To this end, let t : A = A “ Z be a
2-cocycle. Then t defines a group G with central subgroup Z and with
GrZ s A. Indeed, for each a g A, there exists a g G with Za s a and
Ž . Ž .with a c s t a, c ac. As in the above displayed equation, we have a, c s
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .t a, c t c, a s « a, c , by assumption, and thus the commutator map
Ž ., : GrZ = GrZ “ Z is equal to « , as required.
Ž . Ž .It remains to prove that i « ii . To this end, we first embed Z in a
divisible abelian group D. Next, we let X be the group generated by D
 4and the symbols x N a g A with D central and with additional relationsa
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y1given by x , x s « a, b g D for all a, b g A. Since « b, a s « a, ba b
Ž .and « a, a s 1, it is clear that X is just the central product of the free
 4class 2 group on the symbols x N a g A with the group D, identifyinga
Ž . Ž .x , x with « a, b . In particular, XrD is isomorphic to the free abeliana b
group on the elements Dx , and consequently there exists an epimorphisma
Ž . Ž .u : X “ A given by u D s 1 and u x s a for all a g A.a
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Let N s ker u , so that XrN ( A. If x s dP x ei g N with d g D, theni ai
Ž . ei1 s u x s P a . Hence, for all b g A, we havei i
eieix , x s dP x , x s P x , xŽ . Ž .Ž .b i a b i a bi i
ei eis P « a , b s « P a , b s « 1, b s 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i i
since « is multiplicative in its first variable. It follows that N is central in
X and, in particular, that N is abelian. But N = D and D is divisible, so
N s D = M for some subgroup M. Furthermore, since M is central in X,
it is normal and we can set H s XrM. Note that D s NrM 1 XrM s H
Ž . Ž .and HrD ( XrN s A. Indeed, since x , x s « a, b g D, it followsa b
Ž .that the commutator map , : HrD = HrD “ D is equal to « .
X Ž .Finally, note that H s H, H : Z and that Z is central in H. Thus
HrZ is an abelian group containing the divisible group DrZ as a sub-
group. It therefore follows that HrZ s GrZ = DrZ for some subgroup
Ž .G of H. Of course, GrZ ( HrD ( A, and it is clear that , : GrZ =
Ž .GrZ “ Z is equal to « . Thus ii is proved.
Reverting to the notation of the previous section, we have
COROLLARY 5.2. Let « , « X: G = G “ K v be two bicharacters with G« sq
G«
X
. Then there exists a 2-cocycle t : G = G “ K v withq
« X x , y s« x , y m x , y s« x , y t x , y rt y , x for all x , y g G.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
Proof. It is clear that « X«y1 : G = G “ K v is a bicharacter with
X y1Ž . Ž . Ž .« « x, x s 1 for all x g G. Thus, by i « iii of the previous proposi-
tion, with A s G and Z s K v , there exists a 2-cocycle t : G = G “ K v
XŽ . Ž .y1 Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .with « x, y « x, y s t x, y t y, x s m x, y for all x, y g G, andt
the result follows.
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